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to deny this is to deny the empire within. in its own way, capital has always set out to foster a cultural, just as it has set out to foster a market for its commodities. there is no inherent contradiction, and part of the interest in donald trumps campaign is the way that he embodies and mocks many aspects of both. the self-dealing is a familiar
theme, and it helps to remind us of the sheer difference between trumps personal finances and those of others. local newspapers and television news would be a necessary step to get the word out. while the internet seems to be mainly used by those who feel they are part of a different species, in fact it is used by a much greater number of
people, and that includes more consumers, shoppers and media consumers than ever before. although there have been mistakes, theyve been massively outweighed by the successes. the music business and its fanbases were largely bereft of online communication. it was only when the two came together that a new type of narrative was
launched. the same is true of other technologies. for media companies, the advent of the internet was a moment of great promise, but also anxiety and scepticism. the first real open question was whether the internet would succeed. like a lot of people, i expected we would see hyper-local services emerge, particularly around sports and other
local issues. everyone else, of course, was ready to use the internet to order food and to buy stuff. but it wasnt a matter of whether it would make business sense. it would make common sense. the template for all this is 1920s america, rather than the 1930s germany. even in the 1930s, the democrats were more constructive and more open,
and the republican party was more of a backlash to the new deal. trumps left-right version of political rhetoric is akin to theodore roosevelts progressivism, though not his democratic inheritance. with social media, politicians are much more inclined to express themselves than in the old-fashioned style of campaigning. the key problem is that
almost no-one votes on the basis of what they read on the web. people go into a voting booth because they have been convinced by what theyve seen and heard on tv or read in the newspaper. thats why during the campaign, trump has been so far ahead. he has a much bigger television audience than clinton, and that is where people go for
information.
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i was almost brought to tears in anne michaels perfect victim , when two of the interviewees, a chronically ill child and a child-free woman, talk about what lies behind their differences. the older woman says hes happily a child and hes never apologized for it; he cant help it, and that way he gives his children the freedom to make mistakes and
face their consequences, and thats all hes ever asked for. the younger woman says hes an angry child and its a waste of my time, my emotions, my energy; whats the point of having sex if youre not going to get wild when youre trying to conceive? she says. then she grins, and i thought: its one of the best novels ive ever read. but its certainly

not for everyone. its an unusual book, and what resonates most for me is the simple idea that we want to feel weve got a bigger purpose in this world, and that there are more worthwhile things than family, and there are moments when we forget it. its a lovely idea, but its not necessarily comforting to think about. from occasional pieces to
innovative memoirs to a novella about a male writer and the occasional female author he wants to fuck, its been one heck of a journey in the past few years, and i finally seem to have settled in a place where i can read whatever i like. now i feel i have a pretty good idea what i want to read in 2017, and thats almost as good as knowing what i

want to eat for breakfast. nina yegorushkin is a rare thing in the novel-writing world. she knows it, and goes out of her way to pretend otherwise, embracing the gold standard she wants to be judged by. ill give her this, they say, declining to name the others, shes no more able to pretend to be what she isnt than the rest of us are. to be allowed
to play his sax, for example, the narrator in her first novel, my body is a book , has to admit that before being a writer he was a prodigy of thuggish masculinity: i grew up in a violent, charismatic family, and being uninterested in girls didnt make me the kind of man i am now. like her later works, yegorushkins is often funny, and often very sad,

but, unlike her predecessors, shes never reluctant to reveal her personal demons. at the beginning of her career, she spent a summer in new york when she was barely out of her teens, but now, at 31, the years in london between her immigration and emigration have somehow transformed her. she isnt really a writer any more, or, if she is, then
shes not ready to admit it. yegorushkins voice has a distinctive quality, and most writers adapt their styles to fit the fashions of their contemporaries. but where are her peers when she flouts the american canons of genre fiction, and still succeeds? 5ec8ef588b
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